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Student Feedback for Curriculum

Please read the following items and rate them on a ve point rating scale. Please indicate the rating of each item for each subject in the table given below. Please note that the
rating should be based on the course content and not the teacher or the teaching methods
5. De nitely agree
4. Agree to a large extent
3. Average
2. Agree to a little extent
1. De nitely disagree
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The content had a good mix of modern and
advanced topics
The content gave good emphasis on the
understanding of the basics of the course.
The content of the course was irrelevant
The content had a balance of emphasis laid
on various topics of the syllabus

Organization

This subject is well organized

The objectives of the subject were clear.
Too many topics with no clear connection
among them

Motivation

I have found this subject Interesting
I could see the relevance of this subject for
my future career and personal development.
I found the subject not very relevant for
me/or boring for me.

Interaction

The subject lends itself to plenty of
opportunity to ask questions and discuss
ideas as well as for active participation.
Class discussion has been a valuable part of
this subject
The subject is very theoretical and there is no
opportunity for any class discussion.

Workload

The workload for this subject has been very
heavy or heavier than other subjects.
The content covered is too large to be
covered in a semester.
The workload of this subject was very
balanced and did not create stress

Learning outcomes

I feel I have not learnt anything new from this
subject.
The text book and resource material covering
various aspects of the syllabus were
available in the library
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Please answer the following questions based on the overall experience of the theory subjects. Please indicate the rating of each item for each subject in the table given below.
Please note that the rating should be based on the course content and not the teacher or the teaching methods
5. De nitely agree
4. Agree to a large extent
3. Average
2. Agree to a little extent
1. De nitely disagree

Research Methods and Biostatistics - Paper I
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1
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Crisp and concise to complete in a single
semester
Lends itself to discussions and interactions
in class
Easy to understand

Applicable to everyday life

Applicable to my chosen career

Applicable for further studies

Applicable for entrepreneurship opportunities
Sensitizes me towards community/social
needs
Includes national perspective

Includes global perspective

Includes latest technological advances

Trains me towards computer competency

Includes currents topics

Includes research concepts

Human Physiology and Kinesiology

Crisp and concise to complete in a single
semester
Lends itself to discussions and interactions
in class
Easy to understand

Applicable to everyday life

Applicable to my chosen career

Applicable for further studies

Applicable for entrepreneurship opportunities
Sensitizes me towards community/social
needs
Includes national perspective

Includes global perspective

Includes latest technological advances

Trains me towards computer competency

Includes currents topics

Includes research concepts
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Advances in Nutritional and Clinical Biochemistry
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Crisp and concise to complete in a single
semester
Lends itself to discussions and interactions
in class
Applicable to everyday life

Applicable to my chosen career

Applicable for further studies

Applicable for entrepreneurship opportunities
Sensitizes me towards community/social
needs
Includes national perspective

Includes global perspective

Includes latest technological advances

Trains me towards computer competency

Includes currents topics

Includes research concepts

Nutrition and Fitness

Crisp and concise to complete in a single
semester
Lends itself to discussions and interactions
in class
Applicable to everyday life

Applicable to my chosen career

Applicable for further studies

Applicable for entrepreneurship opportunities
Sensitizes me towards community/social
needs
Includes national perspective

Includes global perspective

Includes latest technological advances

Trains me towards computer competency

Includes currents topics

Includes research concepts
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Principles of Nutritional Assessment
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Crisp and concise to complete in a single
semester
Lends itself to discussions and interactions
in class
Applicable to everyday life

Applicable to my chosen career

Applicable for further studies

Applicable for entrepreneurship opportunities
Sensitizes me towards community/social
needs
Includes national perspective

Includes global perspective

Includes latest technological advances

Trains me towards computer competency

Includes currents topics

Includes research concepts

Please answer the following questions based on the overall experience of the practical subjects. Please indicate the rating of each item for each subject in the table given below.
Please note that the rating should be based on the course content and not the teacher or the teaching methods.
5. De nitely agree
4. Agree to a large extent
3. Average
2. Agree to a little extent
1. De nitely disagree

Diet planning
5

4

3

2
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Crisp and concise to complete in a single
semester
Lends itself to discussions and interactions
in class
Easy to understand and develop the required
skills
Emphasizes on developing and showing
creativity
Applicable to everyday life

Applicable to my chosen career

Applicable for further studies

Applicable for entrepreneurship opportunities
Sensitizes me towards community/social
needs
Includes national perspective

Includes global perspective

Includes latest technological advances

Trains me towards computer competency

Includes currents topics

Includes research concepts
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Assessment of Body Composition and Physical Fitness
5

4

3

2
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Crisp and concise to complete in a single
semester
Lends itself to discussions and interactions
in class
Easy to understand and develop the required
skills
Emphasizes on developing and showing
creativity
Applicable to everyday life

Applicable to my chosen career

Applicable for further studies

Applicable for entrepreneurship opportunities
Sensitizes me towards community/social
needs
Includes national perspective

Includes global perspective

Includes latest technological advances

Trains me towards computer competency

Includes currents topics

Includes research concepts

What would you like to change about this subject/ suggest to improve the subject?
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